Wireline Hydraulic Weight Indicator System
and Mechanical Depth Counter

WEIGHT INDICATOR
Simple to operate, Low maintenance, Accurate Readings for your protection of down-hole tools.

- 6” fluid filled gauge with dial faces available in pounds, kilograms, or dual scale.
- Includes hydraulic tension load cell, hand pump, 1 ltr fluid and 100 ft hose
- Damper system allows operator to increase or decrease sensitivity easily to monitor the minutest changes
- Each system is calibrated in our factory and is shipped pre-charged and ready to use
- Calibration and pull certificate is included with the system
- Available in range: 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, 6,000, and 10,000 pounds
- Origin: North America

MECHANICAL DEPTH COUNTER

• 5 digit mechanical counter
• Mounted on the operators control console.
• This is attached to the Measuring Head via a right angle drive
• Right Angle Drive can be supplied with counter
• Counter cable of various lengths as required
• Depth Measurement in feet or meter
• Make: Veeder Root USA

OPTIONS
• Pressure Sensor for digital display of line pull
• Zone-2 rated Pressure Sensor
• Optical Encoder for digital output for electronic depth measurement